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Diffie-Hellman key exchange (circa 1976)

mod

paper

https://ee.stanford.edu/~hellman/publications/24.pdf


Index calculus

e.g.      

- factor base ,    

- Find values of where splits over , i.e., 

solve      

paper

https://www.ams.org/journals/mcom/1993-61-203/S0025-5718-1993-1225541-3/S0025-5718-1993-1225541-3.pdf


Index calculus

e.g.      

solve      

Now search for such that factors over 

Subexponential complexity 



Diffie-Hellman key exchange (circa 2016)

(mod q)

(mod q)



• Individual secret keys secure under Discrete Log Problem (DLP):

• Shared secret secure under Diffie-Hellman Problem (DHP): 

• Fundamental operation in DH is group exponentiation: 
… done via “square-and-multiply”, e.g., 

• We are working “ ”, but only with one operation: multiplication

• Main reason for fields being so big: (sub-exponential) index calculus attacks! 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange (cont.)



DH key exchange (Koblitz-Miller style)

If all we need is a group, why not use elliptic curve groups?

Rationale: “it is extremely unlikely that an index calculus attack on the elliptic curve 
method will ever be able to work” [Miller, 85]

paperpaper

https://www.ams.org/journals/mcom/1993-61-203/S0025-5718-1993-1225541-3/S0025-5718-1993-1225541-3.pdf
https://www.ams.org/journals/mcom/1987-48-177/S0025-5718-1987-0866109-5/S0025-5718-1987-0866109-5.pdf


Fun fact: homomorphism between Jacobian of elliptic 
curve and elliptic curve itself

Upshot: you don’t have to know what a Jacobian is to
understand/do elliptic curve cryptography

Elliptic curve group law is easy



The elliptic curve group law 

a line that intersects a cubic twice must intersect it again



The fundamental ECC operation 

GIF: Wouter Castryck



Scalar multiplications via double-and-add
How to (naively) compute ?

for from downto do

if then

end if

end for

return

DBL

ADD



ECDLP security and Pollard’s rho algorithm

• ECDLP: given of prime order , find such that 

• Pollard’78: compute pseudo-random until 
we find a collision with , then 

• Birthday paradox says we can expect collision after computing

group elements , i.e., after group operations. 

So security needs 

• The best known ECDLP algorithm on (well-chosen) elliptic curves 
remains generic, i.e., elliptic curves are as strong as is possible 

paper

https://www.ams.org/journals/mcom/1978-32-143/S0025-5718-1978-0491431-9/S0025-5718-1978-0491431-9.pdf


Consider 

Index calculus on elliptic curves?

and  

ECDLP: find such that 

[Miller, 85] : “it is extremely unlikely that an index calculus […] will ever be able to work”

Writing involves solving discrete logarithms, compare 
this to integers where we lift and factorise over the integers

e.g., factor base 

Regardless of factor base, can’t efficiently decompose elements!



NIST Curve P-256



ECDH key exchange (1999 – nowish)

: 

[a]

[b]

[ab]
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Why hyperelliptic?

“These jacobian varieties seems to 
be a rich source of finite abelian 
groups for which, so far as is 
known, the discrete log problem is 
intractable” – [Koblitz ’89]



• Everything is much more complicated beyond genus 1: understanding, 
group law, arithmetic, point counting (i.e. finding strong instantiations), 
implementation, etc…

• The practical incentive for HECC in genus boils down to 

(see Ben’s notes)

• E.g. with gets the same size cryptographic groups as 
with , i.e. we can use fields of half the size! 

• But things no longer “easy” like it was in genus 1… must understand the 
language of divisors (see Ben’s slides)

Hyper is (way) harder!



Genus 2 group law

Addition 

Doubling 



Genus 3 group law

ഥ ത ത ത ത

Composition ഥ
Reduction ഥ



Mumford representation

Addition 

1. Compute cubic such that 
and 

2. Solve for 

3. Compute 

4. Output 



Why is it computationally preferable to work in Mumford coordinates 
rather than, say, using the coordinates of the points themselves?

Question



Scalar multiplications via double-and-add
How to (naively) compute ?

for from downto do

if then

end if

end for

return

DBL

ADD



• NIST (elliptic) Curve P-256 
DBL 8M 

ADD 16M

• Hyperelliptic P-128

DBL 35M 
ADD 63M

Trade-offs for prime order Jacobians…
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• Most reduced elements in look like

• But some “special” divisors look like , and some look like 

• Unlike the elliptic curve case, we now have a notion of “smallness” that allows a factor base for index 
calculus

• Compute multiples of DLP inputs until they “decompose” into special divisors and split over the factor 
base, i.e. where

=

• Then where , , . 

Index calculus attacks genus 



Index calculus attacks genus 

• ෨ not a theoretical deal-breaker (could scale parameters up), 
but trade-offs become unfavorable and non-generic attacks scared 
people away from 

paper

https://hal.inria.fr/inria-00077334/document


Why did the theorem on the previous page start at ? We 
handwaved that there’s no special/small divisors in , but there are 
small divisors that could be used as a factor base in genus 2! So why 
does index calculus not also (buzz)kill ?

Question
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Miller’s seminal sign-off…



• Recall (from Ben) that the Kummer variety of an abelian variety is its quotient by 

• For , we have , so is the quotient 

• is the Kummer variety of , also the Kummer variety of 

• E.g., every on either (or both) or , 

Kummer lines in genus 1



Montgomery’s fast differential arithmetic

Extremely fast pseudo-doubling: xDBL

Extremely fast pseudo-addition: xADD

• drop the -coordinate, and work with -only.

• projectively, work with instead of 

• But (pseudo-)addition of and requires 

paper

https://www.ams.org/journals/mcom/1987-48-177/S0025-5718-1987-0866113-7/S0025-5718-1987-0866113-7.pdf


Differential additions and the Montgomery ladder

• Given only the -coordinates of two points, the -coordinate of their sum 
can be two possibilities

• Inputting the -coordinate of the difference resolves ambiguity

• The (ingenious!) Montgomery ladder fixes all differences as the input point: 
in , every is of the form 

• We carry two multiples of “up the ladder”: and 

• At step: compute 

• At step: pseudo-double ( ) one of them depending on 



see https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7748

(Elliptic curves for security) 

Fast, compact, simple, safer Diffie-Hellman

for downto do

end for

return 

• -only Diffie-Hellman (Miller ’85): 

• Write σ with and in 
(e.g., on Curve25519 or Goldilocks)

Inherently uniform, much 
easier to implement in 

constant-time

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7748


• In genus 1, we saw that working with can be much simpler/faster/easier than 
working with 

• In genus 2, the difference between and is way more drastic… 

embeds into : 72 equations in 16 variables!!! (see here)

BUT….

embeds into : 1 equation in 4 variables!!!

Kummer surfaces

https://people.maths.ox.ac.uk/flynn/genus2/jacobian.variety/defining.equations


• In genus 1, we can use the ``general’’ Kummer line corresponding to (a la 
Brier-Joye), but it’s faster/simpler to work with the Montgomery -line. The only restriction is that this 
forces some rational points of small order

• In genus 2, there is somewhat of an analogue. We can use the general Kummer surface (a la Flynn), which 
has no restrictions but is slow and bulky (see here and here), or if we insist that has full rational -
torsion, we can use Kummer surfaces that arise from the theory of Theta functions 

• Points are , and the doubling and differential addition formulae are beautiful!

Kummer surface arithmetic paper paperpaper

https://people.maths.ox.ac.uk/flynn/genus2/kummer/defining.equations
https://people.maths.ox.ac.uk/flynn/genus2/kummer/duplication
https://www.degruyter.com/document/doi/10.1515/JMC.2007.012/pdf
https://www.ams.org/journals/mcom/2010-79-270/S0025-5718-09-02295-9/S0025-5718-09-02295-9.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0196885886900230


Kummer line vs. Kummer surface
full group arith. Kummer arith.

DBL ADD ladder step

genus 1 8M 16M 10M

genus 2 35M 63M 25M

• Scalar multiplications on the Gaudry-Schost fast Kummer surface over 
solidly outperform ( ) those on Bernstein’s Curve25519 (see eBACS) 

• Summary: the state-of-the-art in conservative prime field Diffie-Hellman in genus 2 is 
significantly faster than that in genus 1

https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~eschost/publications/countg2.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/11745853_14.pdf
https://bench.cr.yp.to/results-dh.html


The previous comparison only talked about speed, but what about key 
sizes? How does genus 2 compare to genus 1 in bandwidth, in both the 
case of uncompressed and compressed public keys?

Question



If the state-of-the-art in genus 2 prime field Diffie-Hellman performs 
roughly twice as fast as that of genus 1, and if index calculus fails 
against genus 1 and genus 2, then why isn't KummerDH a standard?

Question
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Diffie-Hellman instantiations

mod

paper

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.228.7776&rep=rep1&type=pdf


Diffie-Hellman instantiations

DH ECDH SIDH

Elements integers modulo

prime

points in curve 

group

curves in

isogeny class

Secrets exponents scalars isogenies 

computations

hard problem given 

find

given 

find 

given 

find 



Diffie-Hellman instantiations
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e.g. supersingular isogeny graph – the nodes

:  there are 37 supersingular ’s (all over , ) 
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Explicit formulas



SIKE
prime PK (bytes)

Clock cycles to compute 

( ) i7-6700 Skylake

toy example 7

SIKEp434 330 92 98

SIKEp503 378 142 151

SIKEp610 462 295 297

SIKEp751 564 468 503

https://sike.org/

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/sike/

https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/post-quantum-cryptography

https://sike.org/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/sike/
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/post-quantum-cryptography


1. A decade unscathed

2. The rise and rise of classical hardness

3. Quantum computers don’t help

4. Concrete cryptanalytic clarity

5. Side-channel security

6. The efficiency drawback

7. Happy hybrids

8. Other avenues of attack

9. Elegance

10. The $IKE challenges

The case for SIKE… 

SIKE only isogeny-
based candidate…

paper

https://eprint.iacr.org/2021/543.pdf
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Genus 2 isogeny-based cryptography…

paper

https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/177.pdf


-isogenies             vs.            -isogenies

Castryck-Decru-Smith’19: use superspecial subgraph!

https://www.esat.kuleuven.be/cosic/publications/article-3027.pdf


Superspecial -dimensional PPAV’s over :

vertices

Genus 1: vertices

Genus 2: vertices



• ECC prime field state-of-the-art (Curve25519) uses Montgomery arith

• HECC prime field state-of-the-art uses Kummer surface arith

• HECC wins solidly with fields of 1/2 the size

• SIDH state-of-the-art uses Montgomery 

• What can we expect with hyperelliptic SIDH using Kummers with fields 
of 1/3 the size? 

Motivation for genus 2
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Superspecial -dimensional PPAV’s over :

vertices

Genus 1: vertices

Genus 2: vertices

Genus 3: vertices…



• Could this mean SIDH uses fields of 1/6 the size? Hyper-SIKEp72 vs. SIKEp434?

• Can SIDH can use fields of 1/10 the size? Hyper-SIKEp43 vs. SIKEp434?

• What about ? 

• C-Smith’19: finds classically in ෨ , quantumly in ෨

• Algorithm starts overtaking (asymptotically) generic algorithms for , but absolutely 
not a deal-breaker for 

Why stop at genus 2?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1912.00701.pdf


• Upshot: no known reason to stop at 

• My view is that isogeny crypto is currently extremely promising, even more 
promising than HECC was!

• We currently know a little bit about (much more work to be done here), but we 
know almost* nothing for 

• Isogeny-based crypto for is clearly not for the faint-hearted, but the field is 
wiiiiide open and there’s much work to do…

Why stop at genus 2?

* This paper and this paper are 
promising starts…

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.09031
https://arxiv.org/abs/1001.2016


What are some of the issues (or open questions) that need to be 
resolved before we could seriously consider using isogenies to 
compete (or maybe even replace) elliptic curve SIDH/SIKE/….?

Question
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In a nutshell: 

paper

paper

https://eprint.iacr.org/2018/850.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jasper-Scholten/publication/228946053_Weil_restriction_of_an_elliptic_curve_over_a_quadratic_extension/links/5a494892aca272d29461ff2c/Weil-restriction-of-an-elliptic-curve-over-a-quadratic-extension.pdf


In a nutshell: 



In a nutshell: 



From elliptic to hyperelliptic

Consider

Obvious map

1: But what about …

2: Points on are group elements, points on are not…

3: Actually want map , but while …

4: Want general between to ???



with 

Proposition 1

with 

both in 

Then is -isogenous to 

Or, pictorially,
Ƹ

Ƹ

Ƹ



• Weil restriction turns 1 equation over into two equations over 

• Simple linear transform of to
෨ such that is non-singular  

• Pullback of gives 2 points in , 

but composition with Abel-Jacobi map bring these to 

• Need to go from to ; cue good old Trace map,



Unpacking Proposition 1

,        



There’s a bug in Proposition 1 (pointed out to me a while ago by 
Castryck). Can you spot it?

Question



• Theta constants map to theta constants: point map is enough

• Comparison in Table/paper rather conservative

• Dreamt of (re-)defining SIDH entirely using Kummers over , but compression 
algorithms were the buzzkill … 

Performance



Questions?


